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Abstract. The exam system from ISCN supports different roles of users and
different exam types. This How-to-Guide describes how to act as an examinee
in case of a multiple-choice-based exam.

Copyright Statement: The exam system software has been developed and is
owned by I.S.C.N. Ges.m.b.H since 2001 and is used by various certification
and industry associations. The skills browsing and exam portals are ISCN
supported and the property of ISCN.
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Main page
In case of ECQA you find the main page at:
https://www.iscn.com/projects/exam_portal/index_ecqa.php
In case of DRIVES / ASA (Automotive Skills Alliance) you find the main page at:
https://www.iscn.com/projects/exam_portal/index.php
From the main page you have different options:

Learning: In cooperation with the EuroSPI Academy (https://academy.eurospi.net)
A course system has been set up where you can attend courses and exercises for a
selected set of job roles online. For those courses exams can be taken using the exam
system. There are additional job roles (e.g. integrated by a cooperating certifier) with
no training in the EuroSPI academy for which exams are being supported.
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Exams: When selecting this icon you come directly to the exam login, or you can
register for an exam for a specific job role.

Skills Browsing: When selecting this icon a skills tree browsing web site opens and
you can select a job role and search all underling units (areas of skills), elements
(specific knowledge required) and performance criteria (abilities of the learner achieved
in the training).

Figure 1: Main Page
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Skills Browsing

Skills browsing allows you to see the hierarchy of skills required grouped into units
(areas of skills), elements (specific knowledge required) and performance criteria
(abilities of the learner achieved in the training).
Test questions have been designed per performance criteria and the test is generated
with a random generator per element.

Figure 1: Skills Tree Main Page

First select a job role, then the units are displayed. Then select a unit and the elements
are displayed. And finally, you select an element and the performance criteria are
displayed.

Figure 2: Skills tree after selection of a job role and selecting an element
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Exam Registration or Login

Login: If you have already registered for this or another job role exam before in the
ISCN exam system and you want to participate in an exam you know already your
credentials and you can login. In this case do not register again since the system will
make you a separate user account again.

Figure 3: Login

Figure 4: Participant Login
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Register: If you want to register for a new job role and exam (even if you have an
account already for another job role) you select REGISTER. Register will guide you
through a number of dialogues t select the job role, and to select the exam organisation,
and to enter more details required to issue an exam result and certificate at the end.

Figure 5: Register

Steps to register
1.
2.
3.
4.

Call REGISTER (Figure 5)
Step 1: Choose Job Role / Domain (Figure 6)
Step 2 - Choose Exam Organisation (Figure 7)
Step 3 – Registration (Figure 8)
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Figure 6: Step 1: Choose Job Role / Domain

Figure 7: Step 2 - Choose Exam Organisation
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Figure 8: Step 3 – Registration

I am a new user. If it is the first time you create an account for a job role in the
exam system you must enter your personal details. To issue a certificate (following the
guidelines outlined by standards for personal certification (e.g. ISO 17024) certificates
can only be issued to identifiable persons (see Figure 9).

I already have an account. If you already have an account from a previous exam
or by registering for another job role at an earlier stage you can use the login details of
your account. This way the new job role and exam is also linked to the already existing
account (see Figure 10).
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Figure 9: Entering data in case of “I am a new user” and REGISTER

Figure 10: Entering data in case of “I already have an account” and REGISTER
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When you select REGISTER your personal skills account with a skills browsing
function opens.

Figure 11: Your private skills account in the exam portal

Attention: If you logout and later come back to d the exam or further skills
browsing, you only need to login (Figure 3).
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Performing the Exam

Opening the exam. Exams are opened by the exam body. Only after the exam has
been opened the student can see the exam. To open the exam you use the main menu
EXAM and select PERFORM.
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Figure 12: Opening the exam

Exam Performance. Exams are generated randomly, i.e. every participant gets a
different set of exam questions generated from a pool of exam questions. The student
can answer the multiple-choice questions. Every answer click is stored. You can correct
your selections as long as the exam is open.
If you have a bad connection and lose the connection during the exam and you
reconnect and login again the exam is still available and all answers were stored. The
software checks that you are connected and displays a warning if scores were not stored
due to connection to server issues.

Figure 13: Starting the Exam

Once you started you see your test and you have a defined number of minutes
(usually 90 minutes) to answer the questions.
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Figure 14: Answering the questions
Multiple Choice Questions. Each multiple choice question can have one or many
correct answers. If a multiple choice question has n answers from which m < n answers
are correct then each correct answer is 1/m worth. If you find all correct answers you
get m * 1/m = 1 point. If you tick a wrong answer then you lose all points of that
question and get 0 points.
The multiple choice questions are assigned to elements and for each element 67% of
the pints need to be achieved.

Figure 15: Finishing the Exam
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Closing the exam. Only after the exam organisation closes the exam your scores
will not be saved any more. As long as the exam organisation did not close the exam
you still can login and continue with the exam yourself.
After the exam organisation closed the exam you can see your results.

Figure 16: Exam Results
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